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Radio Wall Of Sound
Slade

Radio wall of sound chords
Asus 4:
E A D G B E 
x  0 2 2 3 0

Chords with * are power chords eg: 
E*:
E A D G B E
x 7 9 9 x x 

(talky bit #1)

verse 1:
A                       Asus4
Iâ€™m in trouble Iâ€™m in need
D            B       E                           A
I donâ€™t know why you canâ€™t sleep
A                          Asus4
I feel something in my brain
D            B         E                     A
Itâ€™s this sound keepin  me sane

A           
I love that music
Asus4
I love that sound
D                B        E                     A    
I love this new channel I ve found
A
I love that record
Asus4
I love that noise
D                  B                 E             A         
This frequencies my favorite toy

chorus 1:
E           A
Radio wall of sound
D*                                  E*D*C#*D*E*     
Comin  up from my tower
E          A
Radio wall of sound
D*                        E*D*D*E* 
24 hours of power

A                     Asus4
My head is spinnin  around



D      B          E     A
In FM stereo sound
A                    Asus4
it Tells me just who I am
D             B           E           A
Whoâ€™s that? Telegram Sam.
A                  
I love that record
Asus4
I love that noise
D                 B          E                 A
Now my girl rocks with the boys
A
I love that music
Asus4
I love that sound
D           (chord stab)
So just play the radio loud

the rest is just a repeat of what s above, Here are the lyrics:

Radio wall of sound
Cominâ€™ up from my tower
Radio wall of sound
WOS power
Radio wall of sound
Cominâ€™ up from my tower
Radio wall of sound
24 hours of power

(Talky bit #2)

Radio wall of sound
Cominâ€™ up from my tower
Radio wall of sound
24 hours of power
Radio wall of sound
Cominâ€™ up from my tower
Radio wall of sound
WOS power
Radio wall of sound

(talky bit #3)

talky bits :

#1:
This is rockinâ€™ radio the wall of sound
The music that rocks
The music that shocks
That music that comes to you from everywhere
As this is the music of the land



I love that music
I love that sound
I love that record
I love that noise
Stayed tuned to radio W0S
The wall of sound

#2:
This is rockinâ€™ radio the wall of sound
The music that rocks
The music that shocks
That music that comes to you from everywhere
As this is the music of the land
I love that record
I love that noise
I love it, I love it, I love it
This is the big one
This is the wall of sound

#3:
I love that music
I love that sound
Youâ€™re listening to radio loud
Walled the wall of sound the music comes to
You from all around your head. Look out!
I love that record
I love that noise
You think the music here it not
Itâ€™s inside your head youâ€™ve
Walled the wall of sound


